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NEW QUESTION 1
- (Exam Topic 4)
A developer is writing a new serverless application for a company. Several other developers must collaborate on the code for this application, and the company
expects frequent changes to the code. The developer needs to deploy the code from source control to AWS Lambda with the fewest number of manual steps.
Which strategy for the build and deployment should the developer use to meet these requirements?

A. Build the code locally, and then upload the code into the source control syste
B. When a release is needed, run AWS CodePipeline to extract the uploaded build and deploy the resources.
C. Use the AWS Serverless Application Model (AWS SAM) CLI to build and deploy the application from the developer's local machine with the latest version
checked out locally.
D. Use AWS CodeBuild and AWS CodePipeline to invoke builds and corresponding deployments when configured source controlled branches have pull requests
merged into them
E. Use the Lambda console to upload a .zip file of the application that is created by the AWS ServerlessApplication Model (AWS SAM) CLI build command.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Exam Topic 4)
A company is migrating a legacy application to a serverless application on AWS. The legacy application consists of a set of web services that are exposed by a
Amazon API Gateway API. A developer needs to replace the existing implementation of web services with AWS Lambda functions. The developer needs to test
new version of the" API that uses the functions in production. The developer must minimize the impact of the testing on the application's users.
Which solution will meet these requirements?

A. Create a beta stage for the new version of the AP
B. Send the updated endpoint to the users.
C. Create a development stage for the new version of the AP
D. Use a canary deployment.
E. Create a development stage for the new version of the AP
F. Promote a canary release.
G. Create a deployment stag
H. Enable mutual TLS for the new version of the API.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Exam Topic 3)
A developer is creating an event handling system. To handle messages asynchronously, the developer created a standard Amazon SQS queue Quality assurance
testing reveals that some events were processed multiple times.
What is the recommended way to ensure the events are not processed more than once?

A. Change long polling to short polling.
B. Use a FIFO queue and configure deduplication
C. Convert the standard SQS queue into a FIFO queue
D. Send the messages with message timers

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 4
- (Exam Topic 3)
An application uses Amazon DynamoDB as its backend database The application experiences sudden spikes in traffic over the weekend and variable but
predictable spikes during weekdays The capacity needs to be set to avoid throttling errors at all times
How can this be accomplished cost-effectively?

A. Use provisioned capacity with AWS Auto Scaling throughout the week.
B. Use on-demand capacity for the weekend and provisioned capacity with AWS Auto Scaling during the weekdays
C. Use on-demand capacity throughout the week
D. Use provisioned capacity with AWS Auto Scaling enabled during the weekend and reserved capacity enabled during the weekdays

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Exam Topic 3)
A gaming application stores scores for players in an Amazon DynamoDB table that has four attributes user_id, user_name, user_score, and user_rank. The users
are allowed to update their names only A user is authenticated by web identity federation.
Which set of conditions should be added in the policy attached to the role for the dynamodb Putltem API call?
A)
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B)

C)

D)

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 6
- (Exam Topic 3)
A company has a three-tier application that is deployed in Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS). The application is using an Amazon RDS for MySQL
DB Instance The application performs more database reads than writes.
During times of peak usage. the application's performance degrades. When this performance degradation occurs, the DB instance's ReadLatency metric in
Amazon CloudWatch increases suddenly
How should a developer modify the application to improve performance?

A. Use Amazon ElastiCache to cache query results
B. Scale the ECS cluster to contain more ECS instances
C. Add read capacity units (RCUs) to the DB instance.
D. Modify the ECS task definition to increase the task memory

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 7
- (Exam Topic 3)
A developer wants to use React to build a web and mobile application. The application will be hosted on AWS The application must authenticate users and then
allow users to store and retrieve files that they own The developer wants to use Facebook for authentication
Which CLI will MOST accelerate the development and deployment of this application on AWS?
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A. AWS CLI
B. AWS Amplify CLI
C. AWS Serverless Application Model (AWS SAM) CLI
D. Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) CLI

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 8
- (Exam Topic 2)
Queries to an Amazon DynamoDB table are consuming a large amount of read capacity. The table has a significant number of large attributes. The application
does not need all of the attribute data.
How can DynamoDB costs be minimized while maximizing application performance?

A. Batch all the writes, and perform the write operations when no or few reads are being performed.
B. Create a global secondary index with a minimum set of projected attributes.
C. Implement exponential backoffs in the application.
D. Load balance the reads to the table using an Application Load Balancer.

Answer: C

Explanation: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/APIReference/query-api-troubleshooting.html

NEW QUESTION 9
- (Exam Topic 2)
A development team wants to immediately build and deploy an application whenever there is a change to the source code. Which approaches could be used to
trigger the deployment? (Select TWO.)

A. Store the source code in an Amazon S3 bucket Configure AWS CodePipeline to start whenever a file in the bucket changes
B. Store the source code in an encrypted Amazon EBS volume Configure AWS CodePipeline to startwhenever a file in the volume changes
C. Store the source code in an AWS CodeCommit repository Configure AWS CodePipeline to start whenever a change is committed to the repository.
D. Store the source code in an Amazon S3 bucket Configure AWS CodePipeline to start every 15 minutes
E. Store the source code in an Amazon EC2 instance's ephemeral storag
F. Configure the instance to start AWS CodePipeline whenever there are changes to the source code

Answer: BC

Explanation: 
Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codepipeline/latest/userguide/tutorials-ecs-ecr-codedeploy.html

NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 2)
A company provides APIs as a service and commits to a service level agreement (SLA) with all its users. To comply with each SLA, what should the company do?

A. Enable throttling limits for each method in Amazon API Getaway.
B. Create a usage plan for each user and request API keys to access the APIs.
C. Enable API rate limiting in Amazon cognito for each user.
D. Enable default throttling limits for each stage after deploying the APIs.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 2)
A Developer has developed a web application and wants to deploy it quickly on a Tomcat server on AWS. The Developer wants to avoid having to manage the
underlying infrastructure.
What is the easiest way to deploy the application, based on these requirements?

A. AWS CloudFormation
B. AWS Elastic Beanstalk
C. Amazon S3
D. AWS CodePipeline

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 12
- (Exam Topic 2)
A Developer is making changes to a custom application that is currently using AWS Elastic Beanstalk.
After the Developer completes the changes, what solutions will update the Elastic Beanstalk environment with the new application version? (Choose two.)

A. Package the application code into a .zip file, and upload, then deploy the packaged application from the AWS Management Console
B. Package the application code into a .tar file, create a new application version from the AWS Management Console, then update the environment by using AWS
CLI
C. Package the application code into a .tar file, and upload and deploy the packaged application from the AWS Management Console
D. Package the application code into a .zip file, create a new application version from the packaged application by using AWS CLI, then update the environment by
using AWS CLI
E. Package the application code into a .zip file, create a new application version from the AWS Management Console, then rebuild the environment by using AWS
CLI
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Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 13
- (Exam Topic 2)
According to best practice, how should access keys be managed in AWS? (Choose two.)

A. Use the same access key in all applications for consistency.
B. Delete all access keys for the account root user.
C. Leave unused access keys in the account for tracking purposes.
D. Embed and encrypt access keys in code for continuous deployment.
E. Use Amazon IAM roles instead of access keys where possible.

Answer: BE

NEW QUESTION 14
- (Exam Topic 2)
A company is adding stored value for gift card) capability to its highly popular casual gaming website. Users need to be able to trade this value for other users'
items on the platform. This would require both users' records be updated as a single transaction, or both users' records to be completely rolled back.
Which AWS database options can provide the transactional capability required for this new feature? (Select TWO )

A. Amazon DynamoDB with operations made with the ConsistentRead parameter set to true
B. Amazon ElastiCache for Memcached with operations made within a transaction block
C. Amazon Aurora MySQL with operations made within a transaction block
D. Amazon DynamoDB with reads and writes made using Transact" operations
E. Amazon Redshift with operations made within a transaction block

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 2)
An application needs to encrypt data that is written to Amazon S3 where the keys are managed in an
on-premises data center and the encryption is handled by S3. Which type of encryption should be used?

A. Use server-side encryption with Amazon S3-managed keys
B. Use server-side encryption with AWS KMS-managed keys.
C. Use client-side encryption with customer master keys
D. Use server-side encryption with customer-provided keys

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company is building an application to track athlete performance using an Amazon DynamoDB table. Each item in the table is identified by a partition key
(user_id) and a sort key (sport_name). The table design is shown below: (Note: Not all table attributes are shown)
A Developer is asked to write a leaderboard application to display the top performers (user_id) based on the score for each sport_name.
What process will allow the Developer to extract results MOST efficiently from the DynamoDB table?

A. Use a DynamoDB query operation with the key attributes of user_id and sport_name and order the results based on the score attribute.
B. Create a global secondary index with a partition key of sport_name and a sort key of score, and get the results
C. Use a DynamoDB scan operation to retrieve scores and user_id based on sport_name, and order the results based on the score attribute.
D. Create a local secondary index with a primary key of sport_name and a sort key of score and get the results based on the score attribute.

Answer: B

Explanation: 
 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/SecondaryIndexes.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/zh_cn/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/GSI.html

NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 1)
A supplier is writing a new RESTful API for customers to query the status of orders. The customers requested the following API endpoint.
http://www.supplierdomain.com/status/customerID
Which of the following application designs meet the requirements? (Select two.)

A. Amazon SQS; Amazon SNS
B. Elastic Load Balancing; Amazon EC2
C. Amazon ElastiCache; Amazon Elacticsearch Service
D. Amazon API Gateway; AWS Lambda
E. Amazon S3; Amazon CloudFront

Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 1)
An application running on EC2 instances is storing data in an S3 bucket. Security policy mandates that all data must be encrypted in transit.
How can the Developer ensure that all traffic to the S3 bucket is encrypted?
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A. Install certificates on the EC2 instances.
B. Create a bucket policy that allows traffic where SecureTransport is true.
C. Create an HTTPS redirect on the EC2 instances.
D. Create a bucket policy that denies traffic where SecureTransport is false.

Answer: D

Explanation: 
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/how-to-use-bucket-policies-and-apply-defense-in-depth-to-help-secure-y

NEW QUESTION 19
- (Exam Topic 1)
Which of the following services are key/value stores? Choose 3 answers

A. Amazon ElastiCache
B. Simple Notification Service
C. DynamoDB
D. Simple Workflow Service
E. Simple Storage Service

Answer: ACE

NEW QUESTION 20
- (Exam Topic 1)
A Developer has been asked to build a real-time dashboard web application to visualize the key prefixes and storage size of objects in Amazon S3 buckets.
Amazon DynamoDB will be used to store the Amazon S3 metadata.
What is the optimal and MOST cost-effective design to ensure that the real-time dashboard is kept up to date with the state of the objects in the Amazon S3
buckets?

A. Use an Amazon CloudWatch event backed by an AWS Lambda functio
B. Issue an Amazon S3 API call to get a list of all Amazon S3 objects and persist the metadata within DynamoD
C. Have the web application poll the DynamoDB table to reflect this change.
D. Use Amazon S3 Event Notification backed by a Lambda function to persist the metadata into DynamoD
E. Have the web application poll the DynamoDB table to reflect this change.
F. Run a cron job within an Amazon EC2 instance to list all objects within Amazon S3 and persist the metadata into DynamoD
G. Have the web application poll the DynamoDB table to reflect this change.
H. Create a new Amazon EMR cluster to get all the metadata about Amazon S3 objects; persist the metadata into DynamoD
I. Have the web application poll the DynamoDB table to reflect this change.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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